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With the rise in popularity of drones, their use in anti-social activities has also proliferated. Nationwide police increasingly report the appearance of drones in unauthorized settings such as public gatherings and also in the delivery of contraband to prisons. Detection and classification of drones in such environments is very challenging from both visual and acoustic perspective. Visual detection of drones is challenging due to their small size. There may be cases where views are obstructed, lighting conditions are poor, the field of view is narrow, etc. In contrast, acoustic-based detection methods are omnidirectional, however, they are prone to errors due to possible noise in the signal. This paper presents a method of predicting the presence (detection and classification) of a drone using a single microphone and other inexpensive computational devices. A Support Vector Machine classified the spectral and temporal features of pre-segments generated using a sliding window for the audio signal. Additionally, spectral subtraction was used to reconstruct the magnitude spectrum of drone sounds to reduce false alarms. To increase the accuracy of predictions, an added confidence script is proposed based on a queue-and-dump approach to make the system more robust. The proposed system was tested in real time in a realistic environment with various drone models and flight characteristics. Performance is satisfactory in a quiet setting but the system generates excessive false alarms when exposed to lawn equipment.

I. Nomenclature

\( x \) = sinusoidal waveform of audio signal
\( a \) = amplitude of sound wave
\( \phi \) = phase offset
\( f \) = frequency of sound wave
\( t \) = continuous time
\( n \) = discrete time sample
\( k \) = sampling frame
\( N \) = sample length
\( X \) = fourier transform of audio signal
\( \omega_o \) = angular frequency
\( M \) = mel-frequency cepstrum

II. Introduction

Drones have exploded in popularity in both commercial and hobbyist settings, and as a result, managers of outdoor public spaces are increasingly faced with the duality of needing to allow a few drones permission to operate in support of events, while simultaneously preventing the incursion of interloping drones. Other more sensitive public facilities like prisons are also facing an increasing presence of drones, which threatens public safety when contraband like guns and cellphones are dropped into prison yards [1][2][3]. So, in this context, the necessity of detecting and restricting the illegal use of drones emerges.
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Detection and classification of drones from the environment has always been a very challenging task in visual, radar-based and acoustic contexts [4] due to complex attributes (geometry, frequency, and sound). Visual detection methods can be complicated by obstructions, poor lighting conditions, and weather. Radar or frequency-based detection methods are expensive and require significant human support.

Acoustic detection is a passive approach in analyzing patterns of wave energy produced by an oscillating body that distinguishes pressure fluctuations between two signals [5]. This type of sensing has many advantages. Since acoustic signals are typically omnidirectional, absolute spherical sensing coverage can be more easily achieved with a smaller sensor footprint. By analyzing the sound pressure levels and spectral peak frequencies of a drone over time, the presence of a drone can be determined [6][7]. A major downside to this pattern-matching approach is that the drone acoustic signature has to be known a priori to determine if the real-time spectrogram matches with the captured signal [4].

Because many public venues and facilities do not have budgets to support the acquisition and operation of complex drone detection systems that are very costly [8], we chose to explore the use of acoustic detection methods since the sensors are substantially cheaper. Often such venues simply just want to know whether a drone is present and thus advanced, expensive systems are not needed. We initially explored how to detect and classify drones using a single microphone due to lower cost and system complexity reasons, but eventually intend to link multiple microphones in a network to provide more precise localization. Thus, we present a method of predicting the presence through detection and classification of a drone using a single microphone with inexpensive devices.

### III. Audio Processing

An omnidirectional condenser microphone was used to gather drone audio signatures both in outdoor and indoor environments. The microphone was connected to a low-cost micro-computer i.e., a Raspberry Pi 3B+ that was configured to record and process signals. The Raspberry Pi and microphone can be powered either by solar panels as seen in Figure 2a, or through local outlets as in Figure 2b. This system, along with a mobile phone application detailed in a subsequent section constitute the holistic alerting systems which we call PRIS, Prison Reconnaissance Information System. A 3DR Iris+ drone was used to generate the initial audio data set of drone sounds used in this research since the frequency band for a typical drone lies under 1500Hz with its harmonics within a short range of interval 130 - 180Hz [9][10]. The Iris+ weighs about 1.28kg with average outdoor ambient sound as 39.4079dB and indoor as 33.0261dB [11].

Figure 1 shows a detailed overview of our approach to signal detection and classification. It is divided into

![Flow chart for acoustic detection and classification.](image)

**Fig. 1** Flow chart for acoustic detection and classification.
pre-processing for noise reduction, signal processing for feature extraction and classification using machine learning, described in a later section. We consider audio signals in the form of $x(t)$ (eq. 1), Discrete Fourier Transforms (DFT) (eq. 2) & and Inverse DFT (eq. 3) for most of our processing.

$$x(t) = a(\sin(2\pi ft + \phi))$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$X[k] = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} x[n]e^{-jk\omega_n}, \quad k = 0, 1, ..., N - 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$x[n] = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} X[k]e^{jk\omega_n}, \quad n = 0, 1, ..., N - 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

A. Pre-Filtering

The Butterworth filter is a maximally flat magnitude filter that is used when the signal needs to have a flat frequency response at the passband [12]. Since the audio signals of drones and the background noise are convoluted in most cases, it is beneficial for us to identify the passband of drone sounds and apply the Butterworth filter to them [11]. For this reason, we identified the range of frequencies in which drone audio signals are dominant. We then used these as the cut-off frequencies for the Butterworth filter and the passband subsequently rolls down the frequencies beyond the cut-off point on both sides to zero. An increased filter order results in an increased gain rate of change, which in turn pushes the stopband response to approach the ideal stopband characteristics. However, with an increase in the order, there is an increase in filter coefficients that need to be estimated, representing a tradeoff. Consequently, the accuracy of estimates declines and so does the proximity of the actual stop band response with the ideal stop band [12][13][14]. So an optimal order is required which works with the input signal and the cut-off frequencies to efficiently filter the acoustic signal. After trial and error, we found that the filter design is optimal if a ninth order Butterworth filter is used.

B. Noise Suppressor Design

Because filters such as the Butterworth filter only attenuate certain frequencies from the original signal, not all of the noise is filtered out of the signal. Hence, an additional two-step noise suppressor was designed using spectral subtraction and power spectrum density analysis.

Spectral subtraction is primarily used in the domain of speech enhancement where the main motive is to increase signal quality by reducing distortions caused by ambient noises [15]. Although dual or multi-channel enhancement performs better than single-channel enhancement techniques [15][16], we only have a single-channel since we use only one omnidirectional microphone for audio recordings. Single-channel enhancement is thus used to estimate the spectral
amplitude and phase of noise [15]. This can be done by estimating the power of noise and applying a subtraction algorithm to remove noise estimates from the original signal. Most implementations of spectral subtraction determine pauses in speech to identify the noise, but since drone sounds are continuous, i.e., without definitive pauses, estimating noise is difficult. Thus, we use a separate recording of noise taken just before running the detection algorithm to estimate the noise floor. The recorded noise is divided into windowed segments using a Hanning Window function. A smoothed periodogram is used to compute the short-time power spectrum of each windowed segment [17]. The noise floor power spectrum is then calculated as the weighted minimum of all the short-time power spectrum estimates of windowed segments. We repeated the above process on drone sounds to determine the power spectrum of short-time windowed segments of signals and use the noise floor power spectrum estimate to calculate Segmental Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNRseg).

Since drone sounds have characteristics that closely match the ambient noise, we need not necessarily filter out all the noise rather we try to reduce the noise power spectrum in the main detection recording (windowed) to a preset minimum threshold [16]. This can be done by subtracting the power spectrum of the windowed signal by an over subtraction parameter which is calculated using a function of SNRseg. The parameters of the function are set such that over-estimates do not effect drone signal quality by suppressing low Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) components of the drone sounds [18]. The subtracted signals are reconstructed using inverse DFT for feature extraction.

IV. Feature Extraction for Machine Learning

In order to apply a machine learning algorithm to classify the data, we needed to extract features from the drone data. For this purpose, we used Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), spectrogram, chromagram, spectral contrast and tonal centroids (tonnetz) as features.

The most prominent features among these are the Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients and Mel-based chromagrams. Mel-frequency cepstrum (MFC) is a form of power spectrum derived from the log power spectrum of the signal in mel-scale (eq 4) which can map a perceived frequency to its actual frequency [19][20]. MFCCs are derived from the MFC by identifying amplitudes after applying Discrete Cosine Transforms (DCT) on its log powers.

\[ M(f) = 1125 \ln(1 + \frac{f}{700}) \]  

(MFCC)

MFCCs are useful features for speech recognition. They are used as a common feature for competitive baseline benchmarking classification algorithms [21]. Additionally, using filterbanks to retain time-series attributes of the audio features makes MFCCs more robust for detection [22][23]. A major chunk of our feature set (about 70%) was made up of MFC coefficients which helps in correctly classifying the audio signals.

Apart from MFCCs, we used a Mel-based spectrogram to represent a time-varying spectrum of frequencies through a 1D array to extract frequency magnitudes as features. Since most drones have an identifiable pitch but different qualitative characteristics (timbre), we used a chromagram to capture the harmonics of sound which has proved to be ideal for audio matching by correlating harmonic progression, and is robust to the dynamics of source [24]. However, chromagrams and MFCCs consider average spectral characteristics, which might not represent the signal as a cumulative whole. Since drone signals do not have a large separation between the peak and valley in the spectrum, the averaged function might smooth the spectral characteristics. Spectral contrast helps maintain relativity among the spectral characteristics in each frame of the signal, and this is useful for retaining the spectral information in each sub-band [23]. Additionally, we used tonnetz to detect changes in the harmonics of the audio signals by computing Euclidean distance between them [25]. Since drone sounds are monotonic and harmonic changes might be less, tonnetz was a low priority feature.

V. Machine Learning and Classification

A. Support Vector Machine

We elected to use a discriminative statistical machine learning technique called Support Vector Machines (SVM) for classification. SVM is a lightweight, stable and computationally inexpensive alternative for neural networks [26]. SVMs essentially map non-linear input vectors to a high-dimensional feature space called hyperplanes and use a decision surface and margins to partition the input based on labels [27]. Since calculating non-linear mapping hyperplanes can be computationally intensive, SVMs use kernel functions to reflect the inner products of input vectors without explicitly
representing the separation space [28]. There is sparseness in the drone sound dataset even though the dataset is large, thus we determined that separating the data with hyperplanes would be an optimal approach.

B. Model Building
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**Fig. 3** Distribution of the training data at different locations where the size of the bubbles represent the length of the recordings.

![Data sample distribution for different label IDs used in the initial training algorithm.](image)

**Fig. 4** Data sample distribution for different label IDs used in the initial training algorithm.

Two drones were used to develop a library of drone sounds to train the SVM, a DJI Inspire 2 (79.8dB noise level) along with a 3DR Iris+. With the omnidirectional microphone (20Hz – 20kHz, uncertainty ± 3dB) at the epicenter of 150 coordinate points varying in distance and altitude (Fig. 3), 14932 recordings of one second each were generated and used to train the SVM. The recordings were labeled with heights and distances in a vertical 2D plane, with the microphone at the origin (Fig. 3). Each of the collected sounds were labeled according to radial distances with multiple classes for cross-validation so as to avoid overfitting [29]. The library of drone sounds resulting from these trials can be found at [30].

The dataset was stored temporarily as wav files, then parsed using a sliding window approach to generate pre-segments to generate audio frames for further analysis [22]. Given that some features of audio are more distinct than others [31] and the time series model (Fig. 5) is extremely difficult to classify [21] [31], we selected features based on audio filter...
banks generated by auto-correlation methods [22] (e.g., Mel scale, coefficients of Mel-frequency Cepstrum, chromagram, spectral-contrast and tonal centroid) [23], as these have shown exemplary characteristics for classification (subsection IV) [32]. We used a nu-SVM classifier in which we controlled the number of support vectors through the parameter 'nu' which subsequently penalizes incorrect classifications [33]. This algorithm uses a 3rd-degree polynomial basis function as a one-vs-rest classifier to categorize the labels according to their corresponding features. This process is described in (Fig. 1).

The SVM’s prediction was distributed into one of five categories - 'Very Near', 'Near', 'Mid-range', 'Far' and 'Very Far', which was designed to roughly capture distances from the epicenter (Fig. 4 & 5). The near and far samples were significantly larger than the other categories, which could lead to bias in the data (Fig. 4).

C. Prediction Analysis

In order to show the relevance of the basic SVM model predictions, the model was fit to the training data consisting of 12200 data points. Accuracy was measured on the remaining validation data which includes 2732 data points. The validation confusion map, shown in Figure 6 indicates that the SVM model was able to accurately classify the data into its corresponding labels with an aggregate accuracy of 96.86%.

Even though the accuracy of classification was high on validation data, we observed during the real-time implementation of the algorithm that the SVM could classify ‘very near’ and ‘near’ correctly, but everything else was classified as ‘very far’. This could be due to the fact that the validation data was a subset of the audio dataset and therefore the sound characteristics for different classes were similar. Because of this, we decided that ‘very near’ and ‘near’ labels meant a drone was identified by the classifier and the remaining labels indicated no drones were in the vicinity of the detector.

After the above modifications were made, a set of initial tests were conducted in the laboratory and at an external test site with various models of drones to measure the performance of the detector. Table 1 summarizes the accuracy of the detector in different settings. We noticed that in a quiet environment such as laboratory, the detector classified about 80% of the labels correctly for two different models of drones, a Holystone Predator and Parrot Bepop 2. We saw similar classification results with DJI Inspire 2 flown in a field with only wind as the background noise. Although performance was satisfactory in a quiet setting, it dropped to about 60% when some background noise (generator) was introduced in the environment.
D. Alerting and Confidence Estimations

The system was designed to communicate with an app on one or more mobile devices via the microphone and Raspberry Pi placed in a field setting. This app, the Mobile Alerting Interface (MAI) in (Fig. 7) was developed to alert users (in this case prison officials) of a potential interloping drone [34]. Given the probabilistic nature of such an alert and the potential for human bias [35], MAI includes a confidence estimation with each alert.

When a “Drone Detected” decision is made via the microphone and Raspberry Pi, a push alert is sent to a mobile device as depicted in Figure 7a. The user then selects this notification and is shown an interactive map that indicates the estimated location of the detected drone as well as the confidence level of this prediction (Fig. 7b). (Fig. 7).

A simple and robust confidence algorithm was developed to generate the confidence level of each detection based on past detections. The predictions from the raspberry pi are pushed through a queue to calculate a confidence level. If more than half of the predictions within the past 30 seconds are “Drone Detected”, then the final prediction will be “Drone Detected” and a push alarm will be generated. When the queue is filled, the oldest predictions drop out of the list via a first-in, first-out approach.

In the queue and dump approach, we used 8 predicted data samples for the previous 30 seconds to generate three levels of confidence (low, medium and high). A confidence level ‘high’ of a certain label indicates that more than 85% of the recent 8 predictions in the queue were of that label. Similarly a confidence level ‘medium’ indicates that about 60 - 85% of the recent 8 predictions were of that label and a confidence level of ‘low’ meant that less than 60% of the predictions in the queue of 8 were of the same label. Both ‘high’ and ‘medium’ confidence levels for the detection warranted that the user should be notified about the presence of a drone and thus a notification alert was sent to the MAI via the API. If the confidence interval was low, no detection is communicated through MAI. As compared to the single prediction approach, this queue and dump evaluation made the final “Detected” decision more robust by taking all
prediction points in a span of 30 seconds into consideration.

VI. Field Tests

A. Hardware Setup

Field tests were conducted for the proposed system with various drone models and flight characteristics to determine performance outside the laboratory. The system as described in subsection III was installed at a local state prison, the Dan River Work Farm (NC). A hotspot was used to facilitate the transfer of the data to the server as well as a push alert to the user. Two drone models were used for testing including a DJI Phantom 4 Pro (76.8dB noise level) and a DJI Mavic Pro with standard propellers (79db noise level). For each drone model, two sets of tests were conducted including hovering static tests and dynamic flight tests from a half-mile away to the location of the microphone. In the dynamic testing, each drone was flown along a continuous path at a relatively constant speed to simulate a drone quickly attempting to approach a drop point.

B. Static Testing Results

Fig. 8  Dan River Work Farm static test plan and results (a) Static test coordinate points (b) Phantom 4 Pro static testing results and (c) Mavic Pro static testing results. Size of markers represent the number of predictions.

In the static hovering testing, the drones hovered at 17 pre-designated coordinate points as depicted in Fig. 8. These testing coordinate points were chosen in a random distribution in the radial distance range of 0 to 72 meters with
variations in both vertical and horizontal distance. At each coordinate point, the testing drone hovered for 30 seconds and the prediction result via the confidence interval algorithm was collected. The red curve in Fig. 8(a) indicates the "near" region, which was set at 35m, while the orange curve indicates the "far" region at 60m, which is reflected in the training set. Detection accuracy was calculated for the DJI Phantom and the Mavic as shown in Fig. 8(b) & (c). Due to the time and resource limitations, all the distance points in the training set were not included in the testing set. Thus the reported accuracies are a reflection of the testing sets.

Detection accuracy of 86.7% was reached for the Phantom 4 Pro model when the drone hovered within the radial distance of 35m. The detection accuracy decreased as the radial distance of the drone from the microphone increased, with a detection accuracy of 62% when the drone hovered within the radial distance of 60m (Fig. 9). The detection accuracy of the Mavic model was slightly lower with an accuracy of 75% achieved at 35m (Fig. 9). The detection accuracy again decreased for Mavic as the detection distance increased. This is not surprising given the fact that no Mavic sounds were used in the training set. Indeed, even though accuracy was slightly less for the Mavic, the detection algorithm performed well given the lack of Mavic training data, suggesting that such approaches may be able to generalize to similar platforms.

**Fig. 9** Distance vs Accuracy comparison graph for DJI Phantom 4 Pro and DJI Mavic Pro static drone test.

C. Dynamic Testing Results

For dynamic testing, a series of flight profiles were tested, all starting 100 meters away from a single overfly point. The DJI Phantom and Mavic flew approximately 35 mph for all the flight profiles. The dynamic flight tests assessed the sensitivity of the drone detection system under more real world conditions where drones are quickly moving through space, typically only hovering for brief periods of time to drop contraband. As with the static tests, these tests measured the number of push notifications generated in the MAI, which only indicate if the drone is either "near" or "very near".

There were four types of dynamic flight profile with multiple runs, which included 1) a direct flight with a 10s hover at a specific distance, 2) a descending flight profile, 3) an ascending flight profile, and 4) a complex flight profile that included a step change in altitude as the vehicle approached the drop point. The simplest, most direct profile is depicted in (Fig. 10). In this profile, the drone approached with a constant vertical distance of 30 meters. Over the three test runs with hover points at 50m, 40m, and 25m (30m altitude), a push alert was triggered at horizontal distances of 35-40m (Fig. 10). In the case of the descending flight profile (Fig. 11), no clear conclusion could be made about predictions since there were no push notifications in any of the three runs, but a prediction was reported in the landing process of run 3. For the ascending flight profile, push notifications were reported at 50m in one run and at 8m for the two following runs (Fig. 12). Finally, for the complex flight profile, (Fig. 13), all three runs reported push notifications in the landing process while in run 1, a push notification was reported at 86m (50m altitude and 70m horizontal distance) and during run 3, a push notification was reported at 35m (30m altitude, 20m in horizontal distance).
These flight test results show that the detector performance did not align with the prediction analysis drawn from initial lab testing. This behaviour was expected since as laboratory tests typically differ from actual flight tests in the environment. Although the performance results were inconsistent among the tests, we saw that the detector could correctly identify different types of drones in various environments.

Fig. 10  Dan River Work Farm dynamic test profile replay for constant altitude flight.

Fig. 11  Dan River Work Farm dynamic test profile replay for descending flight.

Fig. 12  Dan River Work Farm dynamic test profile replay for ascending flight.
D. Noise Resilience Test

During the testing at Dan River Work Farm, there were very few false alarms, as the environment is rural with little external disruptions. Thus, we decided to conduct additional testing to determine how PRIS would respond to noises that were similar to that of drones. A series of 10 tests were conducted at the Raleigh Durham airport which included exposing PRIS to aircraft takeoff, landing, and taxiing scenarios. Push notifications were reported with constant "near" predictions for aircraft taxiing while no detection was reported for the other two cases. This indicates that the system is not resilient with aircraft noise present in the background in the same plane. In additional helicopter noise resilience testing, we found out that PRIS continuously generates detections/false alarms when the main propeller was operating within approximately 50m. PRIS was also exposed to two types of maintenance equipment noise, including a leaf blower and a string trimmer which also resulted in continuous false alarms at this same range.

E. Test Summary

Taking the quiet field tests in conjunction with the noise resilience tests suggest that in its current form, PRIS can detect drones sounds somewhat reliably at distances of approximately 40m, which is encouraging given its low cost and ease of operation. If such devices were linked, the range could be greatly expanded. However, PRIS’s high number of false alarms suggest significant vulnerability and it is likely that any such deployed system that generated a high number of false alarms would effectively be ignored by the population it was meant to serve. In conversations with prison officials, their feedback was that such systems would likely be well-tolerated if 1 out of 5 alerts was a false alarm, so significantly more work is needed to achieve that threshold.

VII. Conclusion and Future Work

In order to make the current system more robust, we are examining the introduction of a multi-fold detection and evaluation mechanism, as well as expanding our dataset of acoustic signatures. Moreover, we will use a combination of acoustic and radio frequency (RF) analyzers to detect the drone’s presence. We originally avoided this approach due to the increased cost of the sensors, but the baseline work indicated that a more robust approach was needed to deal with the false alarms. We are also exploring the use of Convolutional Neural Network’s (CNN) in lieu of SVMs due to their efficiency in distinguishing background noises. In addition to these improvements, we are also exploring the development of a human-guided acoustic monitoring and labeling system to characterize the acoustic footprint of a particular location. Using MAI, we are examining whether users can aid in classifying environmental sounds so that this information can be used to retrain the CNN. This would then aid in decreasing false positives and generate a superior data set. Such a human-autonomy collaborative approach would also aid in generalizing this system to different environments.
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